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Abstract—Modern solutions for transmission lines have
increasingly used traveling wave (TW)-based functions,
motivating the development of techniques to reliably identify
fault-induced TWs that propagate along the monitored power
grid. The Differentiator-Smoother filter (DS filter) has been
successfully used in recent years in real-world TW-based
applications, but the main concepts of this filter as used in real
devices are somewhat new for utilities. Thus, this paper addresses
the DS filter fundamentals, settings and implementation issues by
means of electromagnetic transients simulations. The obtained
results show that DS filter features are favorable for TW-based
protection and fault location applications.
Keywords—Differentiator-smoother filter,
transients, power systems, traveling waves.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
N MODERN electrical power systems, transient-based
algorithms have been increasingly used to improve
transmission line monitoring solutions [1]. In this context,
TW-based protection and fault location functions have
attracted the interest of utilities, mainly because they are
immune to sources of errors that usually affect traditional
techniques based on the fundamental component analysis [2].
TWs are induced by events which lead the system to
abruptly change its operation conditions, such as faults,
switching maneuvers, lightning strokes, and so on [3]. As
soon as these TWs reach the monitored points, distortions
in current and voltage signals are generated, which are
superimposed on the fundamental frequency signal. Thus,
the TW analysis in transmission lines requires the use
of appropriate filtering techniques with the capability of
extracting accurate information regarding the arrival-time and
amplitude of TWs at monitored terminals [4]. To do so, digital
high- and band-pass filters are usually applied to separate the
fundamental component from the transient signals [5], [6].
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Several transient detection methods have been proposed
over the recent decades to aid TW-based fault location and
protection schemes, such as: Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) and Maximal Overlapped Discrete Wavelet Transform
(MODWT) [7], [8], Park’s transformation (TDQ) [9]; Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) filters [6]; Differentiator-Smoother
filter [1], [2], called here DS filter; among others.
Both DWT and MODWT have been widely applied in
TW-based solutions. They apply a cascade of high-pass and
low-pass filters, whose coefficients are set based on the chosen
mother wavelet [10]. Unlike the MODWT, the DWT requires a
downsampling procedure, which reduces the signal resolution
in time. Hence, the MODWT have been the most used
in TW-based applications, although its performance is still
dependent on the chosen mother wavelet [11].
The TDQ application for TW detection purposes in a fault
location scheme was firstly reported in [9]. It has the advantage
of being sensitive to transients and phase imbalances as well,
being able to detect the sought TWs even in cases of attenuated
transients. Nevertheless, it is not able to separately analyze
transients in each system phase [9], which is a procedure
required by many TW-based line protection functions.
The FIR digital filters have been applied in real-world
TW-based fault location schemes for years [6]. However, it
is known that spurious transients may show up in the filter
outputs and TW content may be lost in some cases, depending
on the chosen cut-off frequencies at which the filters are set
to operate. As a result, similarly to the DWT and MODWT,
preliminary studies are usually required to properly select the
settings to be considered.
Aiming to overcome the difficulties faced by most TW
detection algorithms, in [1] and [2], the DS filter is proposed
for TW-based fault location and protection applications,
respectively. This filter creates patterns on its outputs which
can be related to the arrival time of TWs at the monitored
points, maintaining an unitary gain [2]. However, although the
DS filter has been already used in actual time-domain relays,
details on its fundamentals, settings and implementation are
still scarce in the literature. Thus, this paper shows how the DS
filter operates, highlighting the settings that must be applied
to obtain an unitary gain in practical applications, as well as
studies on relevant implementation and operation issues. Also,
frequency response, coefficients window length effects and
potential applications are also pointed out, providing support
for researchers and utilities interested in evaluating TW on
transmission lines by using the DS filter.

II. FAULT-I NDUCED TW S ON T RANSMISSION L INES
The DS filter was developed to produce patterns in its
outputs with the aim to facilitate the analysis of fault-induced
TWs. Therefore, to understand the DS filter operation, typical
transients induced by faults must be firstly studied.
When a fault occurs on a transmission line, the fault point
voltage vf collapses, making the transmission line to abruptly
change its operation condition. In a solid fault case, for
instance, vf suddenly varies from the pre-fault voltage value
to zero volts, thereby a step change with amplitude equal
to the negative of the voltage variation is verified in voltage
signals in the faulted phase. These transients propagate as TWs
along the line, until they reach the line ends where the TW
detectors are installed [1]. Such a phenomena can be explained
through the pure fault circuit shown in Fig. 1, from which
the TWs launched on the line can be analyzed, being Rf the
fault resistance, Zc the line characteristic impedance, vf the
pre-fault voltage at the fault point and vf,T W the amplitude of
the TWs launched on the line for a three-phase short-circuit.
In Fig. 1, the line terminations are not depicted because
they do not affect the amplitude of the TWs launched on the
line, but only the measured TWs at the line ends [1]. Thus,
being vf ≈ Vrated · sin(θ) at the fault inception time, where
Vrated is the line rated phase-to-neutral voltage and θ is the
fault inception angle, vf,T W can be calculated by means of
a voltage divider formed by Rf and the parallel of the line
sections upstream and downstream the fault point:
vf,T W =

Zc · Vrated · sin(θ)
,
Z c + 2 · Rf

(1)

being the current TW if,T W amplitude given by:
vf,T W
Vrated · sin(θ)
=
.
(2)
Zc
Z c + 2 · Rf
From (1) and (2), the following conclusions are taken:
1) When a TW reach the line terminal, step changes
in voltages and currents are verified. Few moments after,
the induced wavefronts overlap, generating transients with
different formats; 2) For high values of Rf and when θ ≈ 0◦ or
θ ≈ 180◦ (voltage zero-crossings for a sinusoidal reference),
no voltage step change at the fault point is verified, thereby
TWs are not launched. Thus, the importance of having filters
with unitary gain whose outputs create patterns related to step
changes is demonstrated. Indeed, such a behavior facilitates
the evaluation of TWs amplitudes and polarities, making it
easier to set thresholds in TW detectors, as well as avoiding
confusion between spurious transients and TWs.
if,T W =

Zc

vf,TW
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III. T HE DS F ILTER
Fig. 2 presents the DS filter coefficients window and the
output format for step changes in the input signal [2]. It
is noteworthy to emphasize that the DS filter developers
opted for the generation of a triangular-shaped output with
unitary gain in cases of step changes in the input signal rather
detecting high frequency signals only, as traditional methods
usually do, facilitating the TW detection procedure [1]. Hence,
the moment at which the triangle-shaped output peak occurs
is associated to the arrival time of TWs at the monitored
terminal. Moreover, such a triangular format facilitates the
parabola-based sample interpolation process, which will be
addressed in the next sections [1].
A. Setting DS Filter to Obtain an Unitary Gain
In Fig. 2(b), it is observed that the DS filter triangular output
amplitude is equal to the one of the input step change. Such an
unitary gain is only possible when an appropriate gain setting
G of the NDS DS filter coefficients is chosen. As shown in
Fig. 2(a), half of the DS filter coefficients has the value G,
being the other half set to −G value (this paper disregards
null central coefficients). Thus, the G value must be obtained
for any number of coefficients NDS , which is a procedure not
properly described in the open literature.
In order to guarantee that the setting G will yield an unitary
gain in the DS filter outputs, consider the example shown in
Fig. 3, where the DS filter coefficients window slides over a
current signal in the form of step with amplitude A. In the
figure, three stages are highlighted: Stage 1) The DS filter
coefficients window is completely within the region before
the step change; Stage 2) Moment at which the coefficients
window is centered on the rising edge of the step; and Stage
3) The DS filter coefficients window is completely within the
region after the step change, with amplitude A. Thus, as the
DS filter output is given by the inner product between the
input signal samples and the filter coefficients (as shown in
Fig. 3), the output values iT W for each stage are obtained:
Stage 1: iT W

Stage 2: iT W

Stage 3: iT W

=

0.5 · NDS (−G · 0) + 0.5 · NDS (G · 0)

=

0.

=

0.5 · NDS (−G · 0) + 0.5 · NDS (G · A)

=

0.5 · NDS · G · A.

=

0.5 · NDS (−G · A) + 0.5 · NDS (G · A)

=

0.

(3)

(5)
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Fig. 1. Fault-induced TWs launched on the line.
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Fig. 2. DS filter: (a) Coefficients window; (b) Filter response to step changes.
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close to each other. For instance, in the case shown in Fig.
5, using TDS = 20 µs and 160 µs, the two first consecutive
TWs can be detected, but using TDS = 320 µs, the detection
of the second wavefront is compromised, since the two first
triangular outputs overlap, so that only one wavefront seems
to have arrived at the monitored terminal.
C. DS Filter Frequency Response
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Fig. 3. Calculating the setting G to obtain an unity gain.

Analyzing Fig. 5, it is observed that different TDS values
result in different DS filter outputs. In the first few instants
depicted Fig. 5, it is observed that the DS filter outputs present
quasi-constant values, which differ from one to another. In
fact, depending on the chosen TDS value, different DS filter
frequency responses are verified, as illustrated in Fig. 6 for
TDS = 20 µs, 160 µs and 320 µs, where the filter gain in
the region around power frequency (here taken as 60 Hz) is
highlighted. To obtain Fig. 6, a sampling period ∆t = 1 µs
was used, which results in a sampling frequency fs = 1 MHz.
Therefore, frequency responses are illustrated up to 500 kHz,
respecting the Nyquist criterion.
600

The DS filter coefficients window length can be represented
as the time period TDS , which is the result of NDS coefficients
for a given sampling period ∆t, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, one
DS
c, where b·c stands for the function
can calculate NDS = b T∆t
floor, which gives as output the greatest integer less than or
equal to the argument.
It can be demonstrated that different output signals are
obtained by changing TDS . As depicted in Fig. 2, the width of
the triangular output is equal to the coefficients window length,
so that, depending on the adopted TDS value, filtered signal
variations can overlap, affecting the interpretation of measured
fault-induced TWs. To illustrate such an issue, Fig. 5 presents
the DS filter application considering TDS = 20 µs, 160 µs and
320 µs, being ∆t = 1 µs. It is noticed that the greater TDS
is, the longer the DS filter coefficients window takes to align
with the rising edge of the input signal step change. Thus,
the width of the triangular output increases, jeopardizing the
detection of TWs that reach the monitored point at instants
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Fig. 4. Example of DS filter application in a simulated current fault record.
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It is observed that iT W is zero when the DS filter
coefficients window is completely inside the regions before
and after the step change where the input signal is constant
(Stages 1 and 3). On the other hand, the DS filter output
assumes its maximum value in Stage 2, when the coefficients
window is aligned with the rising edge of the step change in
the input signal. Therefore, as iT W = A must be obtained in
2
Stage 2, it can be proven that G = NDS
must be set.
Fig. 4 shows the DS filter outputs considering a fault current
signal simulated in the Alternative Transients Program (ATP).
The amplitudes A1 , A2 and A3 of the fault-induced TWs and
the associated DS filter outputs are highlighted considering
2
G = NDS
. As expected, triangle-shaped signal variations with
amplitude similar to those of the step changes are observed,
preserving the polarity information of each TW.
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Fig. 6. DS filter frequency response considering different TDS values.
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D. Analyzing Attenuated TWs
It is well-known that fault-induced TWs attenuate during
their propagation along the line. Also, depending on the point
on the wave the fault takes place, overdamped transients may
be verified. Hence, the step changes expected to be measured
at the monitored line ends may appear as ramp changes in
monitored signals, whose rate of variation from the initial
value to the final one depends on the fault-induced TWs
attenuation level. Thus, to evaluate the DS filter performance
when ramp changes occur in monitored signals rather than
step changes, Fig. 7 presents the DS filter time response
considering four input signals with different dispersion levels
caused by fault-induced transient attenuation.
The Input 1 shown in Fig. 7 presents a very high variation
rate, i.e., it can be taken as a step change. Thus, as expected, a
triangle-shaped output with unitary gain is verified, with peak
seconds after the step change.
value occurring at about TDS
2
On the other hand, Inputs 2, 3 and 4 are ramp changes with
rates of variation smaller than the one observed in Input 1. In
these cases, parabola-shaped outputs are observed, whose peak
values do not match exactly the ramp signal amplitude. Indeed,
the smaller the ramp signal rate of variation, the greater is
the dispersion of the DS filter outputs, what can obviously
jeopardize the TW detection process, resulting in additional
errors in the estimated TW arrival times and amplitudes.
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As shown in Fig. 6, when TDS increases, the attenuation
of high frequency components also increases. For instance,
considering TDS = 20 µs, frequencies close to 100 kHz, 200
kHz, 300 kHz, 400 kHz and 500 kHz are greatly attenuated,
whereas those in between 100-200 kHz, 200-300 kHz, 300-400
kHz and 400-500 kHz have enough gain to sensitize the
DS filter outputs. On the other hand, by increasing TDS ,
frequencies from 100 kHz onwards are more attenuated, which
corroborates with the analysis presented earlier, in which the
use of high TDS values is not adequate to evaluate rapid
changes in the input signals. It should be also observed that
the smaller the TDS value, the more attenuated the power
frequency (here, 60 Hz) will be, explaining the different offset
values verified in the first instants of Fig. 5, which are actually
the fundamental component seen in a microsecond scale.
The presented findings are of utmost importance for TW
detection procedures. Indeed, if the triangular DS filter output
is superimposed by some fundamental component content and
the DS filter output peak is inside a valley of the fundamental
frequency signal, it is not possible to define a hard threshold
to detect such a wavefront [12], because the fundamental
component maximum values will exceed the DS filter output
peak value. Thus, TW detection problems may arise, thereby
the use of small TDS values is indicated. Indeed, TDS = 20 µs
is used in actual TW-based relays which use the DS filter [13].
The presented frequency response results may seem
strange regarding the limited DS filter output bandwidth,
since TW-based methods usually depend on the analysis of
high-frequency signals. However, one should bear in mind that
the DS filter was designed to respond with unitary gain to
step-changes only, which are indeed the transients related to
fault-induced TWs that reach the monitored line terminals.
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Fig. 7. DS filter outputs in cases of attenuated transients.

IV. P RACTICAL P ROCESSING OF DS F ILTER O UTPUTS TO
E STIMATE TW A MPLITUDE AND A RRIVAL T IME
As explained in the previous sections, the DS filter outputs
may present dispersion due to transients attenuation and signal
time resolution, causing errors in the TW amplitude and arrival
time estimations. Even so, the signal patterns created in DS
filter outputs can be processed in order to reduce errors in
estimated amplitude and arrival time, improving TW-based
protection and fault location applications. Details on these
signal processing procedures are not properly addressed in the
literature, thereby this section presents studies on these issues.
A. TW Amplitude Estimation
When the DS filter is applied, it seems that the peak
detection is enough to guarantee a reliable TW amplitude
estimation. However, it is true only in cases of inputs in
the form of step changes, thereby the DS filter output peak
value may not represent the correct TW amplitude in cases of
attenuated transients. Hence, additional procedures are usually
taken into account to obtain a more accurate estimation.
In [2], two-terminal measurements of TW amplitude are
taken to implement a TW-based differential protection scheme.
It is shown that the amplitude I of a given wavefront can be
estimated from the DS filter output iT W by using:
I=C·

n=M
X

iT W (Ndetec − n) ,

(6)

n=−M

where Ndetec is the sample at which the wavefront was
detected, M is the number of samples around the peak value
to be taken into account in the calculations, being suggested
M = 0.5NDS , and C is a setting called scaling factor, which
is used to maintain the unitary gain of I.
Although the use of (6) is computationally simple, from the
authors’ best knowledge, the calculation of the setting C to
obtain unitary gain is not presented in the open literature. Thus,
to investigate such a question, Fig. 8 presents the DS filter
response to a step change, highlighting M samples around
the peak value and the lines formed by each side of the
triangle-shaped output, which are mathematically derived as:
f1 (n) = (2A/NDS ) · n ,

(7)

f2 (n) = − (2A/NDS ) · n + 2A ,

(8)

where n and f (n) represent the horizontal and vertical
Cartesian axes in Fig. 8(b), respectively.
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TABLE I
R EDUCING ERRORS IN THE TW AMPLITUDE ESTIMATION .

(0.5NDS,A)

(NDS,0)

(0,0)

0.5NDS

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. TW amplitude estimation: (a) Samples around the DS filter output
peak value; (b) Analyzing DS filter output lines to obtain the TW amplitude.

According to (6), the sum of the M samples before and after
the triangle-shaped output peak value must be equal to the TW
amplitude A. Thus, as f1 (n) and f2 (n) are valid for the first
and second half of the DS filter output samples, respectively,
and considering that the peak value is a common point, by
using M = 0.5NDS , the following equation can be obtained
for n = 0, 1, 2,..., NDS :
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8.80 A
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Output 4

|Percentage Error|
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10.00 A

0.00%

0.00%
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As a result, from (9), it is concluded that C = NDS
be set to guarantee the unitary gain in the TW amplitude
measurement in cases of triangle-shaped DS filter outputs. It
should be pointed out that as the DS filter output becomes
a parabola-shaped signal, the errors in the estimated TW
amplitude increase. However, by using (6) with the appropriate
scaling factor C, these errors are reduced in comparison to
the deviations observed when only the peak value is taken
into account. To demonstrate such an issue, Table I shows the
obtained results for the current signals illustrated in Fig. 7, in
which a TW amplitude equal to 10 A must be estimated.
From the results, as expected, it is verified that for cases
in which a step-change occurs in the DS filter input signal,
the estimated TW amplitude error is negligible. However, as
the transients attenuate, making the step-changes to appear at
the monitored terminals as ramp-changes, the errors increase.
Even so, even in the worst analyzed case (Output 4 in Fig.
7), the TW amplitude estimation error did not exceed 15% in
relation to the actual value, attesting that the application of
(6) in the DS filter outputs is useful for TW-based approaches
which require the analysis of TW amplitudes.

∗ Case

of step-change in the DS filter input signal.

B. TW Arrival Time Detection
Although the TW amplitude directly interfere in the
fault-induced transient detection process, in most TW-based
techniques, specially in fault location ones, the TW arrival
time at monitored points is the crucial information to be
extracted from the filtered signals [5]. As a consequence,
fault records time resolution is often reported as one of the
most important issues for TW-based techniques, which require
the use of sampling frequencies in the order of MHz [1].
Therefore, the greater the sampling frequency fs , the smaller
the sampling period ∆t, making the signal time resolution
better, and allowing a more accurate TW arrival time detection
at the monitored points.
The triangular and parabolic patterns created in the DS
filter outputs is taken as an advantageous feature. It permits
an excellent data interpolation of the DS filter output,
approximating it by a parabola with additional samples, which
are used to reduce the errors in the TW arrival time detection
that would be verified when the original signals are analyzed.
Fig. 9 shows an example of the parabola-based interpolation
reported in [1], through which the number of samples in
DS filter output signal is increased by five times. In this
case, TDS = 20 µs and ∆t = 1 µs and, to make the
analysis more realistic, an attenuated transient signal was
taken as the DS filter input, resulting in a parabola-shaped
output with width little larger than TDS . From Fig. 9, it is
noticed that different peak detections occur before and after the
interpolation process. Although the time difference between
the peaks obtained from the original and interpolated signals
is not relevant, in a real-world fault location procedure, the
interpolation process may reduce the absolute fault distance
errors from several hundreds of meters to few dozens of
meters, achieving an accuracy of about a typical tower span
[1]. To exemplify the interpolation process, solid AG faults
initiated at the fault point voltage peak in the 230 kV/60 Hz
line depicted in Fig. 10 were analyzed. Table II shows the
fault location results obtained from the classical two-terminal
TW-based fault location method with and without interpolation
process, being the estimated fault distance de obtained by:
de = 0.5 [` − (tR − tL ) · v] ,

(12)

where ` is the line length, tL and tR are the first incident TW
arrival times at the local and remote line ends, respectively,
and v is the aerial mode TW propagation velocity.
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Fig. 9. Example of the DS filter output parabola-based interpolation process.
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Fig. 10. Test 230 kV/60 Hz power system.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, the Differentiator-Smoother filter (DS filter)
was studied. Firstly, typical fault-induced transients were
addressed to facilitate the understanding of the DS filter
concepts, and then, details on the filter settings and
implementation issues were pointed out.
It was shown that there is an specific setting of the DS
filter coefficients that guarantee the filter unitary gain. Also,
it was proven that the DS filter settings depend on the filter
coefficients window length, which in turn also interfere in the
DS filter frequency response. Then, in a second part of the
paper, the procedures to estimate TW amplitude and arrival
time from the DS filter outputs were described, highlighting
practical cases in which the errors may be more expressive.
Although the DS filter requires high sampling rates to
provide accurate fault-induced wavefront arrival detection as
other existing TW detection methods do, the obtained results
show it is promising for TW-based approaches, mainly when
the analysis of TW amplitude is required. In fact, the DS filter
is easy to implement and set, yielding very clean outputs,
through which transients related to TWs can be easily detected.
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